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Abstract: A small clear-distance, double-arch tunnel under an asymmetrical load combines the
characteristics of small clear-distance, tunnels and double-arch tunnels, and the influence of an
asymmetrical terrain must be considered. Its construction stability is a problem worth studying. This
paper used the Wengcun tunnel as the engineering background. Midas/GTS finite element analysis
software was used to study the effects of eight excavation sequences and two excavation methods on
tunnel stability. The results showed that the deformation and force of the tunnel were asymmetric
under the asymmetrical terrain. Both middle partition walls were deformed towards the shallowly
buried side, and the shallowly buried side was deformed to a greater extent. Excavating shallow side
tunnels first can effectively mitigate the impact of asymmetric terrain. The arch settlement of the
Center Diaphragm Excavation Method is 1.33 cm, which is smaller than the three-step excavation
method of 1.48 cm; however, this difference is not significant. The Three-bench Excavation Method
was more efficient. Based on the conclusion of a numerical simulation, the construction site adopted
the construction sequence of excavating the shallowly buried side tunnel first and adjusted the
excavation method to the Three-bench Excavation Method.

Keywords: small clear-distance tunnel; double-arch tunnel; asymmetrical load; construction
sequences; construction methods; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

In recent years, the construction site requirements of mountain tunnels have become
increasingly stringent due to route planning and topography. Due to the small footprint of
the small clear-distance tunnel, it has been widely used in urban and mountain tunnels [1,2].
During the construction process, it is necessary to ensure the stability of the intermediate
rock mass. Another similar type is the double-arch tunnel. The two adjacent tunnels
are connected by a middle partition wall [3,4]. These two types of tunnels are different
from ordinary tunnels in that they are affected by mutual disturbances between neighbors.
Therefore, the safety of their construction cannot be ignored.

Research on double-arch tunnels and small clear-distance tunnels has mainly focused
on theoretical analysis, field tests, model tests, and numerical simulations. Regarding
theoretical analysis, Fu et al. [5] proposed an analytical solution, considering the inter-
action between tunnels for the stress and displacement problem of parallel double tun-
nels. Li et al. [6] studied the effect of different distances as well as the surface slope on
the surrounding rock pressure of an asymmetrical load on a small clear-distance tun-
nel. Yang et al. [7] proposed an analytical solution to determine the internal forces of a
shallow-buried, double-continuous arch tunnel support structure under symmetric loading.
Combining the force method with the unbalanced force transformation method, Hu et al. [8]
proposed an internal force calculation method for Double-O-tube lining. In terms of field
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measurement, Yao et al. [9] conducted on-site monitoring of the double-arch tunnel at
Zipuiping and identified the upper and lower step intersection areas and the middle parti-
tion wall as weak locations. Wu et al. [10] derived from the site geology of a tunnel with a
double-arch tunnel that the over-excavation problem occurs mainly in the connection area
between the middle guide tunnel and the main tunnel. Yan et al. [11] conducted on-site
monitoring of a double-arch tunnel and showed that the tunnel deformation and forces are
directly related to its location and geological and construction process. Lai et al. [12] con-
ducted an overall inspection of a double-arch tunnel and found that the tunnel lining cracks
were mainly located in the middle partition wall, the side wall, and on the top of the arch.
Yuan et al. [13] conducted a detailed monitoring and data analysis for a double-arch tunnel
and then provided design and construction recommendations based on this. In terms of
model tests, Lei et al. [14] developed an experimental model of a tunnel with a small clear
distance under asymmetric loading and used the model to analyze the damage mechanism
of the surrounding rock under asymmetrical topography. Jiang et al. [15] carried out a
large shaking table test to investigate the effects of the seismic wave type and acceleration
excitation peak on the strain response pattern of shallowly buried asymmetrical loading
small clearance tunnel lining. Li et al. [16] conducted physical model tests and numeri-
cal simulations of the Great Wall Ridge Tunnel to gain a comprehensive understanding
of the deformation law of the shallow-buried, double-arch tunnel. Yang et al. [17] used
strain gauges to monitor the longitudinal deformation of the pipe roof at the entrance of a
shallow-buried continuous arch tunnel and found that the double-layer pipe roof could
play a good role in limiting the surface deformation. Based on indoor model tests and
numerical simulation, Liu et al. [18] studied the tunnel profile displacement and stress and
pressure arch distribution law of the surrounding rock during the excavation of the loess
continuous arch tunnel.

On-site monitoring can only be performed for a particular project, and physical models
are costly to produce. Numerical simulation was widely used because of its convenience
and low cost in recent years. Wang et al. [19] used numerical simulation to study the me-
chanical response of a small clear-distance tunnel in Xiamen and compared the mechanical
response of the tunnel under different excavation methods, different feeds, and different
surrounding rock grades. Ng et al. [20] investigated the interaction of a large-section
parallel tunnel in hard clay soils by building a three-dimensional finite element model.
Zhang et al. [21] used Ansys finite element software to study the excavation sequence
problem of a shallow-buried asymmetrical loading small clearance tunnel under differ-
ent conditions and came up with a reasonable excavation sequence for different spacing,
slope, and burial depth. Xu et al. [22] proposed a hybrid construction method for a small
clear-distance tunnel and compared it with the CRD construction method using numerical
simulation to verify the effectiveness of the hybrid construction method. Wang et al. [4]
conducted a numerical simulation of the whole process for a shallow-buried, large-span,
double-arch tunnel under the faulted and broken zone of the highway. Soliman et al. [23]
analyzed the interaction of the two tunnel tubes using the finite element method to derive
the relative change processes of stress and strain. Bai et al. [24] analyzed the construction
process of the double-arch tunnel using the numerical simulation model as well as on-site
monitoring and found the deformation pattern of the support structure. Yao et al. [25]
studied the effect of double-arch tunnels on transmission tower foundations via numerical
simulation and compared the mechanical correspondence of tower foundations under
different construction schemes and different construction sequences.

However, in the existing studies, most of the scholars have studied only one type of
small clear-distance tunnel or double-arch tunnel. There is a lack of research on small clear-
distance, double-arch tunnels, especially in asymmetrical terrain and fractured surrounding
rock conditions. Therefore, in this paper, we used numerical simulation to study the
behavior of the construction mechanics of a small clear-distance, double-arch tunnel under
an asymmetrical load. The aim is to explore its reasonable construction sequence as well as
construction methods. The findings of the study can provide references for similar projects.
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2. Project Overview

This project is based on the Wengcun tunnel, a separate tunnel on the Guilin to
Liuzhou expressway in Guangxi. It is located in a section of the highway’s reconstruction
and expansion, as shown in Figure 1a. The left tunnel section spans from ZK1182+340 to
ZK1182+825, with a length of 485 m and a maximum burial depth of approximately 92 m.
The right tunnel section spans from YK1182+410 to YK1182+836, with a length of 426 m
and a maximum burial depth of 79 m. The distance between the left and the right tunnel
is approximately 18 m, making it a small clear-distance, double-arch tunnel. The actual
topographical overview of the mountainous area where the tunnel is located is illustrated
in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. Overview of the mountainous area where the tunnel is located: (a) plan view; (b) actual terrain.

Taking into account the construction access conditions and land acquisition and
demolition situation, the plan is to start excavation from the Liuzhou end (YK1182+836).
The YK1182+450 cross-section of the tunnel profile is selected as the focus of this study, and
its profile is shown in Figure 2. The geological formation consists of strongly to moderately
weathered argillaceous sandstone that is interbedded with sandstone. The surrounding
rock is broken and belongs to the ∨ surrounding rock.
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3. Numerical Model
3.1. Model Building

The excavation sequence and the excavation method for the small clear-distance,
double-arch tunnel are critical issues in this project. Based on the typical cross-section of
YK1182+450, a two-dimensional numerical model was established as shown in Figure 3.
In the tunnel support system, the initial lining is the main support structure. Therefore,
the influence of the secondary lining on the tunnel is not considered throughout the entire
simulation process.
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Figure 3. Numerical model of YK1182+450 cross-section.

The modeling was carried out using the finite element software Midas/GTS. The
model has a horizontal dimension of 173 m and a vertical dimension of 113 m. The upper
boundary was set as a free boundary to match the actual ground surface. The left and
right tunnel lines have burial depths of approximately 43 m and 28 m, respectively. The
distances between the left and right boundaries of the model and the tunnel are about
50 m, and they are subjected to horizontal constraints. The lower boundary of the model is
about 50 m away from the tunnel and is subjected to vertical and horizontal constraints.
The failure criterion for the surrounding rock was the Mohr–Coulomb criterion, while the
concrete material was modeled as a linear elastic material. Plane strain elements were used
to simulate the surrounding rock and the middle partition walls, while beam elements
were used to simulate the initial support.

3.2. Model Parameters

Based on a comprehensive consideration of the site geological survey and reference
values from the related specifications [25] regarding rock mass and structural parameters,
the physical and mechanical parameters for the rock mass and support system are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical parameters for rock mass and support system.

Category Severe
(kN/m3)

Elastic Modulus
(GPa) Poisson’s Ratio Friction Angle

(◦)
Cohesion

(kPa) Property

Level V Rock Mass 17 1 0.37 20 100 Plane Strain
Initial Support 23 27.2 0.2 / / Beam

Middle Partition Wall 25 32.5 0.2 / / Plane Strain

3.3. Simulation Schemes

During the numerical simulation process, it is important to first determine the excava-
tion sequence. When the optimal excavation sequence is established, the excavation method
can be discussed. To facilitate analysis, the four tunnels can be designated as Tunnel 1,
Tunnel 2, Tunnel 3, and Tunnel 4, in the order from shallow to deep. The middle partition
wall on the shallow side can be referred to as the middle partition wall 1, and the one on
the deep side is the middle partition wall 2. According to the site information, construction
work on the two middle partition walls was completed before tunnel excavation.
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3.3.1. Simulation Scheme of Excavation Sequence

During the process of simulating the excavation sequence, the focus should be on
the impact of the sequence on the surrounding rock and support structures. Therefore,
the influence of excavation methods is not considered. The excavation of the tunnels is
performed using the full-face method uniformly. With the completion of the excavation for
the four tunnels, a total of eight excavation sequences have been simulated, as shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Construction steps for different excavation sequences.

Excavation Sequence Construction Process

1234

Excavation 1→ Support 1→ Excavation 2→ Support 2 +
Removal of the middle partition wall support 1→ Excavation 3
→ Support 3→ Excavation 4→ Support 4→ Removal of the

middle partition wall support 2

1243

Excavation 1→ Support 1→ Excavation 2→ Support 2 +
Removal of the middle partition wall support 1→ Excavation 4
→ Support 4→ Excavation 3→ Support 3 + Removal of the

middle partition wall support 2

2134

Excavation 2→ Support 2→ Excavation 1→ Support 1 +
Removal of the middle partition wall support 1→ Excavation 3
→ Support 3→ Excavation 4→ Support 4→ Removal of the

middle partition wall support 2

2143

Excavation 2→ Support 2→ Excavation 1→ Support 1 +
Removal of the middle partition wall support 1→ Excavation 4
→ Support 4→ Excavation 3→ Support 3 + Removal of the

middle partition wall support 2

3412

Excavation 3→ Support 3→ Excavation 4→ Support 4 +
Removal of the middle partition wall support 2→ Excavation 1
→ Support 1→ Excavation 2→ Support 2 + Removal of the

middle partition wall support 1

3421

Excavation 3→ Support 3→ Excavation 4→ Support 4 +
Removal of the middle partition wall support 2→ Excavation 2
→ Support 2→ Excavation 1→ Support 1 + Removal of the

middle partition wall support 1

4312

Excavation 4→ Support 4→ Excavation 3→ Support 3 +
Removal of Intermediate Wall Support 2→ Excavation 1→

Support 1→ Excavation 2→ Support 2 + Removal of the middle
partition wall support 1

4321

Excavation 4→ Support 4→ Excavation 3→ Support 3 +
Removal of Intermediate Wall Support 2→ Excavation 2→

Support 2→ Excavation 1→ Support 1 + Removal of the middle
partition wall support 1

3.3.2. Simulation Scheme of Excavation Method

After determining the optimal excavation sequence, the selection of excavation meth-
ods should be carried out according to the optimal excavation sequence. The commonly
used excavation methods for double-arch tunnels under V-grade surrounding rocks are the
medium-guide cavern method and the three-guide cavern method, etc. Based on this, in
the present project conditions, the Three-bench Excavation Method and Center Diaphragm
Excavation Method are compared, and their construction steps are shown in Figure 4. After
the construction of one side of the double-arch tunnel is completed, the temporary support
will be removed.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of Excavation Sequence
4.1.1. Deformation Analysis

(1) Deformation analysis of the surrounding rock and tunnel

The deformation patterns of the surrounding rock under different excavation se-
quences were generally consistent. Taking the excavation sequence of "1234" for example,
the vertical deformation cloud map and horizontal deformation cloud map are shown
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. From Figure 5, it could be observed that the vertical
deformation of the surrounding rock was mainly concentrated at the arch top and the
arch bottom, exhibiting a form of settlement and uplift. From Figure 6, it could be seen
that the horizontal deformation of the surrounding rock was mainly concentrated at the
junction between the tunnel and the middle partition wall, as well as the sidewall locations,
exhibiting a converging pattern towards the interior of the tunnel. Overall, both the vertical
and horizontal deformations were asymmetric, which was a result of an asymmetrical
topography [26]. Additionally, due to the characteristics of the double-arch tunnel, both the
vertical and horizontal deformations of the surrounding rock tended to concentrate toward
the middle partition wall.
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After construction, the maximum deformation occurred in the more deeply buried
double-arch tunnel. Among them, the maximum settlement deformation was observed
at the left upper arch shoulder of Tunnel 4, marked as point A. The maximum uplift was
observed at the right lower side of Tunnel 3, marked as point B. The maximum horizontal
displacement was observed at the right upper arch shoulder of Tunnel 3, marked as point
C. The locations of points A, B, and C are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Measurement points of Tunnel 4.

The variation of the deformation indicators at points A, B, and C under different
excavation sequences are shown in Figure 8a–c. Overall, the deformation process of the
tunnel consisted of two stages: “slow deformation” and “rapid deformation”. The “slow
deformation” was the disturbance deformation caused by the excavation of surrounding
tunnels, while the “rapid deformation” was the direct deformation caused by the excavation
of the tunnel itself. According to Figure 8a,b, it could be observed that the final cumulative
values of the settlement at the arch top and the uplift at the arch bottom remained around
21 mm and 13 mm, respectively, regardless of the excavation sequence. This indicated that
the influence of the excavation sequence on the vertical deformation of the tunnel mainly lay
in the difference in the occurrence times of the “slow deformation” and “rapid deformation”,
while the final cumulative values were relatively similar. According to Figure 8c, it could
be seen that the final cumulative values of the horizontal deformation of the tunnel differed
to some extent under different excavation sequences. The horizontal deformation under
the “1234”, “2134”, “3412”, and “3421” sequences was approximately 22 mm, while it was
around 26 mm under the “1243”, “2143”, “4312”, and “4321” sequences. This indicated
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that the excavation sequence also affected the final value of the horizontal deformation. To
better control the horizontal deformation of the tunnel, it was recommended to adopt the
“1234”, “2134”, “3412”, and “3421” sequences.
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(2) Tipping analysis of the middle partition wall

The tilting of the middle partition wall was mainly related to its horizontal displace-
ment. Regardless of the excavation sequence, the middle partition walls on the left and
right sides would experience tilting deformation, and the maximum deformation would
occur at the top of the partition wall [16]. However, different excavation sequences had
a certain influence on the tilting displacement of the middle partition wall. For example,
when comparing the excavation sequences “1234” and “1243” as shown in Figure 9a,b, it
was observed that the maximum horizontal displacement of the middle partition wall 2
was smaller in the “1234” sequence compared to the “1243” sequence. Similarly, when
comparing the excavation sequences “1234” and “2134” as shown in Figure 9a,c, it could be
seen that the maximum horizontal displacement of the middle partition wall 1 was smaller
in the “1234” sequence compared to the “2134” sequence.

Furthermore, from the overall perspective of Figure 9, the tilting amplitude of the
middle partition wall 1 was generally greater than that of the middle partition wall 2. This
was due to the way the middle partition wall was subjected to forces, as shown in Figure 10.
P4 represented the trapezoidal distributed soil pressure acting on the top of the double-arch
tunnel. Due to the different surrounding rock pressures, the magnitude of the forces on the
supporting structures on both sides was not the same, resulting in P1 > P2. The difference
between the two forces caused the middle partition wall to deflect towards the shallow
side. In addition, due to the tilting of the top of the middle partition wall, the rock pressure
acting on the top of the wall included not only the vertical pressure P5 but also the lateral
pressure P3 in the horizontal direction. The size of the top of the middle partition wall
was generally much smaller than its burial depth. According to Saint Venant’s principle,
the trapezoidal load acting on the top of the middle partition wall could be equivalent
to a uniformly distributed rectangular load. Among them, P5 did not cause the tilting
of the middle partition wall, while P3 caused the deflection towards the deep side. This
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reduced the tilting amplitude of the middle partition wall towards the shallow side. P3
increased with an increase in burial depth; however, the difference between P2 and P1 did
not increase. Therefore, the tilting degree of middle partition wall 1 would be greater than
that of middle partition wall 2.
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The change process of the horizontal deformation of the top of the middle partition
walls with the excavation steps under different excavation sequences is shown in Figures
11a and 11b, respectively. The deformation curves of the septum wall fluctuated repeatedly
for both the deeply buried side and the shallowly buried side. This indicated that the
middle partition walls were subject to frequent disturbances during the construction of the
tunnel. First, the horizontal deformation of the top of the partition wall on the shallowly
buried side was analyzed, as shown in Figure 11a. It could be seen that the horizontal
deformation of “1234”, “1243”, “3412”, and “4312” was smaller. These were compiled into
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set A. Next, the horizontal deformation of the top of the partition wall on the deeply buried
side was analyzed, as shown in Figure 11b. It could be seen that “1234”, “2134”, “3412”,
and “3421” were smaller. These were compiled into set B. The intersection of set A and set
B was taken, i.e., “1234” and “3412”, which had the most balanced control effect on the
horizontal deformation of middle partition walls.
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4.1.2. Force Analysis

(1) Stress analysis of the support structure

The stresses in the support structure under different excavation scenarios are shown
in Figure 12. Regardless of the excavation sequence, the stresses in the support structure of
the deeply buried side were generally greater than those in the shallowly buried side. In
addition, the stresses in the support structure were greater in the area where the arch shoul-
der was combined with the middle partition wall. This corresponded to the monitoring
results and the fact that spalling and cracking were mostly observed in the combination of
the middle partition wall and the arch shoulder. Therefore, in the design and construction
process of the double-arch tunnel, the combination of the middle partition wall and the
arch shoulder was considered the key control area.

It is worth noting that different excavation sequences had an impact on the location
of stress distribution in the support structure. Firstly, let us analyze the stress state of
the support structure on the deeply buried side. Taking the two excavation sequences
“1234” and “1243” as examples, as shown in Figure 12a,b, it can be observed that the
maximum stress of the support structure in the “1234” sequence occurred at Tunnel 3, while
the maximum stress of the support structure in the “1243” sequence occurred at Tunnel 4.
Secondly, let us analyze the stress state of the support structure on the shallowly buried side
of the arch tunnel. Taking the two excavation sequences “1234” and “2134” as examples, as
shown in Figure 12a,c, it can be observed that the maximum stress of the support structure
in the “1234” sequence occurred at Tunnel 1, while the maximum stress of the support
structure in the “2134” sequence occurred at Tunnel 2. This situation was due to the fact
that, during the construction of a double-arch tunnel, the later tunnel disturbed the earlier
tunnel, thereby increasing the stresses on the support structure of the earlier tunnel.

The maximum stresses of each support structure for different excavation sequences are
shown in Table 3. The maximum stresses in the support structure of the double-arch tunnel
on the shallow-buried side for different excavation sequences are shown in Figure 13a;
moreover, for the deeply buried side, they are shown in Figure 13b. Since the stress in
the support structure on the deeply buried side was high, the first consideration was to
make the force state of the support structure on the deeply buried side more reasonable.
According to Figure 13b, it can be observed that the excavation sequences “1234”, “2134”,
“3412”, and “3421” achieved better results; therefore, they were organized into set C.
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Then, the focus shifted to making the support structure on the shallow-buried side more
reasonable in force. According to Figure 13a, it could be seen that the excavation sequences
“1234”, “1243”, “3412”, and “4312” achieved better results; therefore, they were organized
into set D. By taking the intersection of set C and set D, it was found that the excavation
sequences “1234” and “3412” were optimal. This also indicated that the force magnitude
of the support structure was more likely to be influenced by the excavation sequence of
the single-lane, double-arch tunnel itself. In other words, the respective excavations of the
left-line tunnel and the right-line tunnel had less impact on each other.
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Table 3. The maximum stress of different tunnel support structures.

Excavation
Sequence

Tunnel 1
(MPa)

Tunnel 2
(MPa)

The Larger between
Tunnel 1 and

Tunnel 2
(MPa)

Tunnel 3
(MPa)

Tunnel 4
(MPa)

The Larger
between Tunnel 3

and Tunnel 4
(MPa)

1234 5.227 5.106 5.23 10.140 5.544 10.14
1243 5.262 5.145 5.26 5.330 10.750 10.75
2134 3.714 8.666 8.67 10.109 5.524 10.11
2143 3.729 8.746 8.75 5.313 10.719 10.72
3412 5.986 3.760 5.99 10.186 6.000 10.19
3421 3.386 7.539 7.54 10.192 5.886 10.19
4312 5.971 3.788 5.97 5.735 10.747 10.75
4321 3.401 7.585 7.59 5.702 10.708 10.71

(2) Stress analysis of the middle partition wall

The distribution pattern of the main stresses in the middle partition wall under dif-
ferent excavation sequences was similar. Taking the excavation sequence of “1234” as an
example, its maximum and minimum principal stresses are shown in Figures 14a and 14b,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 14 that the stress in the middle partition wall on the
deep side was greater than that on the shallow side, regardless of the excavation sequence.
From the distribution areas of the maximum principal stress and minimum principal stress,
the middle partition wall produced a concentrated tensile stress area at its bottom. The
compressive stress area of the middle partition wall was mainly concentrated on both sides.
Considering the weak tensile properties of concrete, the anchorage at the bottom of the
diaphragm wall should have been strengthened in design and construction to prevent its
damage due to excessive tensile stresses.
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Under different excavation sequences, the maximum tensile principal stress of the
middle partition wall on the shallowly buried side and deeply buried side is shown in
Figures 15a and 15c, respectively. The maximum compressive principal stress on the
shallowly buried side and deeply buried side is shown in Figures 15b and 15d, respectively.
Considering the weak tensile properties of concrete, it was important to prioritize the
reduction of the tensile stresses experienced by the middle partition wall. Figure 15c
illustrates the maximum tensile stresses in the middle partition wall on the deeply buried
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side under different excavation sequences. Among the four excavation sequences of “1234”,
“2134”, “3412”, and “3421”, better results were achieved, and they were organized into set E.
Regarding the maximum tensile stress of the middle partition wall on the shallowly buried
side, as shown in Figure 15a, the four excavation sequences of “1234”, “1243”, “3412”, and
“4312” achieved better results and were organized into set F. By taking the intersection of
set E and set F, it was determined that the two excavation sequences “1234” and “3412”
were the best in terms of reducing the tensile stresses on the middle partition wall. This
finding aligned with the excavation order obtained after analyzing the force state of the
support structure.
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4.1.3. Determination of Excavation Sequence

From the above data, it was clear that, during the construction of a small clear-distance,
double-arch tunnel under an asymmetrical load, different excavation sequences had a greater
impact on the horizontal deformation than on the vertical deformation. In the asymmetrical
terrain, the deeply buried side of the tunnel was under greater pressure from the surrounding
rock. Therefore, it was important to consider reducing the load on the deeply buried side of
the support structure first. If the deeply buried side of the tunnel was excavated first, the
later tunnel would cause a secondary disturbance to the support structure already erected
on the deeply buried side, increasing the force on the deeply buried side. Conversely, if the
shallow side of the tunnel was excavated first, the support structure on the deeply buried
side would not be disturbed, which would be more beneficial to the safety of the tunnel. This
was also consistent with the findings of Zhao et al. [27].

The numerical simulation results showed that there was little difference between the
two excavation sequences “1→2→3→4” and “3→4→1→2”. This indicated that the force
state of the support structure was more likely to be influenced by the excavation sequence
of the double-arch tunnel itself, rather than the excavation sequence of the left line and
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the right line. Therefore, the key to the construction sequence was that “Tunnel 2” should
be excavated after “Tunnel 1”, and that “Tunnel 4” should be excavated after “Tunnel
3”. Based on the engineering geological conditions and numerical simulation results, the
excavation sequence of either “1→2→3→4” or “3→4→1→2” was recommended.

4.2. Analysis of Excavation Methods
4.2.1. Plastic Zone Analysis

The final equivalent plastic strain distribution of the surrounding rock is shown
in Figure 16. The plastic zone of the surrounding rock caused by the two methods of
construction was roughly similar and particularly evident on the rock between the arches
at the top of the middle partition wall, on both sides of the tunnel, near the foot of the outer
arch of the tunnel, and at the bottom of the middle partition wall. This was related to the
force form of the double-arch tunnel. The effective plastic strain in the surrounding rock,
when excavated using the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method, is shown in Figure 16a.
Compared with Three-bench Excavation Method, the distribution characteristics of the
plastic zone of the surrounding rock at the top of the center wall were more dispersed and
gentle due to the side guide holes and temporary supports, while the radial depth was not
large. The effective plastic strain of the surrounding rock when the Three-bench Excavation
Method was used for excavation is shown in Figure 16b. It can be seen that the radial depth
of the plastic area of the surrounding rock at the top of the middle diaphragm wall under
the three-step excavation method was larger. This was because the Three-bench Excavation
Method involved excavating from top to bottom, layer by layer, without side guide holes
and temporary support. The plastic zone generated in the surrounding rock of the tunnel
sidewalls was more pronounced when using the three-step excavation. Numerically, the
maximum plastic strain generated by using Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was
4.538× 10−3, while the maximum plastic strain generated by using Three-bench Excavation
Method was 5.456 × 10−3, making the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method superior to
the Three-bench Excavation Method. The Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was also
slightly better than the Three-bench Excavation Method in terms of the area of the region
where plastic strain occurred.
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4.2.2. Deformation Analysis

(1) Deformation analysis of the surrounding rock and tunnel

The vertical displacement of the tunnel under the two excavation methods is shown
in Figure 17. In both excavation methods, the “collapsed arch” phenomenon was observed
in the surrounding rock above the tunnel. For both excavation methods, the maximum
vertical settlement of the tunnel occurred at the left side of the arch top of Tunnel 4. To
further study the deformation process of the tunnel under both excavation methods, the
vertical displacement at this point was plotted as a graph during the excavation process,
as shown in Figure 18. It was found that, when the Three-bench Excavation Method was
used, the settlement of the tunnel produced a larger increase in the upper-step construction
stage. When the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was used, the settlement produced
a larger growth in the upper-step construction stage of the main cavern. Compared with
the Three-bench Excavation Method, the deformation process of the tunnel was smoother
when the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was adopted. This was because the Center
Diaphragm Excavation Method had a smaller excavation area and was equipped with
temporary support. The final settlement when using the Center Diaphragm Excavation
Method was 1.33 cm, while the final settlement when using the Three-bench Excavation
Method was 1.48 cm. The Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was therefore slightly
better than the Three-bench Excavation Method. The settlement of both excavation methods
was within a safe range.
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(2) Tipping analysis of the middle partition wall

The horizontal displacement of the middle partition wall under different excavation
methods is shown in Figure 19. The middle partition walls under the two excavation
methods were mainly deformed by tipping, and the maximum horizontal deformation
occurred at the top of the middle partition wall on the shallow-buried side. The horizontal
deformation of the top of the shallowly buried side of the middle partition wall under the
two excavation methods was plotted in Figure 20. Regardless of the excavation method,
the horizontal deformation at the top of the middle partition wall gradually increased
during the construction process. Numerically, the final cumulative horizontal deformation
of the diaphragm wall during excavation when using the Center Diaphragm Excavation
Method and Three-bench Excavation Method was 2.85 mm and 3.79 mm, respectively. The
Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was therefore slightly better than the Three-bench
Excavation Method. However, it should be noted that the deformation of the middle
partition wall under both excavation methods did not exceed 4 mm. Both were in a
safe condition.
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4.2.3. Force Analysis

(1) Force analysis of the support structure

The initial support structure was essential for the timely reinforcement and stability of
the surrounding rock during tunnel construction. As a compressive element, it was not
only required to ensure that the axial force met the design requirements but also to avoid ex-
cessive local bending moments, which could have caused excessive structural deformation
or even damage. Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23 showed the axial force, bending mo-
ment, and shear force distribution of the initial support under the two excavation schemes,
respectively. Due to the asymmetrical pressure, the internal forces of the tunnel structure
exhibited an asymmetric distribution in both excavation schemes. Regarding the axial
forces, as shown in Figure 21a,b, the axial forces for both excavation schemes were larger
at the top, shoulder, and foot of the vault. Numerically, the maximum axial force for the
Three-bench Excavation Method was 2.455 MPa, while the maximum axial force for the
Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was 2.338 MPa, with little difference between them.
Concerning the bending moment, both excavation schemes resulted in a larger bending
moment at the arch footing area. It should be noted that, when the Center Diaphragm
Excavation Method was used for the excavation, as shown in Figure 22a, a larger bending
moment would be generated during the combination of the temporary support and the
initial support at the arch top, which was not reasonable for the initial support structure. On
the other hand, when the three-step excavation was used, as depicted in Figure 22b, a large
bending moment was generated at the joint part of the middle partition wall and the arch
shoulder, as the pressure of the surrounding rock was transferred to the middle partition
wall through the initial support after the excavation of the upper and middle steps was
completed. In terms of the final values, the absolute values of the maximum bending mo-
ment for the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method and Three-bench Excavation Method
were 0.225 MPa and 0.157 MPa, respectively, indicating that the Three-bench Excavation
Method was better than the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method. For the shear force, as
shown in Figure 23, its distribution followed a similar pattern to that of the bending mo-
ment; therefore, further elaboration was unnecessary. The absolute values of the maximum
shear force for the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method and the Three-bench Excavation
Method were 0.256 MPa and 0.173 MPa, respectively, confirming that the Three-bench
Excavation Method was still superior to the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method.
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(2) Stress analysis of the middle partition wall

The middle partition wall, as the key-bearing structure of the double-arch tunnel,
was of utmost importance. It had to withstand not only the load from the upper rock
but also the load transmitted by the lining on both sides. The burial depth of the strata,
asymmetrical pressure, construction method, and construction disturbance all resulted in
asymmetrical pressure in the diaphragm wall, which had a significant impact on tunnel
stability. Figures 24 and 25 present the maximum and minimum principal stresses in the
middle partition wall after the construction of the two excavation methods, respectively.
The maximum tensile stress in the middle partition wall was 6.514 MPa for the Center
Diaphragm Excavation Method and 7.070 MPa for the Three-bench Excavation Method,
with the latter slightly outperforming the former. Both excavation methods exceeded the
tensile strength of C35 concrete, indicating the need for the reinforced strengthening of
the bottom part of the middle partition wall. Regarding the maximum compressive stress,
it was 12.242 MPa for the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method and 12.480 MPa for the
Three-bench Excavation Method, with a small difference between them.
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4.2.4. Determination of Excavation Method

Based on the above analysis, it was observed that, in terms of surrounding rock
deformation and plastic zones, the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method would be a
little better.. However, the maximum surrounding rock deformation of both excavation
methods fell within an allowable range. Regarding the support structure force, the Center
Diaphragm Excavation Method led to a larger bending moment and shear force during
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the combination of the temporary support and initial support. As the Center Diaphragm
Excavation Method has more excavation steps, multiple disturbances increase the force of
the initial support already applied. Therefore, the initial support force of the Three-bench
Excavation Method was smaller than that reported for the Center Diaphragm Excavation
Method. The stress difference in the middle partition between the Center Diaphragm
Excavation Method and the Three-bench Excavation Method was not significant. It is
important to note that the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method required the excavation
of a large number of guide holes and the erection of numerous supports to complete
the construction of four lines, which could have had a detrimental effect on cost control
during construction [28]. Therefore, under the conditions of this project, the Three-bench
Excavation Method is the recommended choice.

4.3. Adjustment of Construction Methods

Based on the above simulation, the excavation sequence of “1→2→3→4” was selected
for the construction site. At the same time, the excavation method was adjusted to the three
steps method, and the pre-supporting was continued in combination with the overrunning
small conduit. The top and bottom of the middle partition wall were anchored before being
poured to prevent it from tipping over.

4.3.1. Adjusting the Construction Method to Three-Step Excavation Method

Before excavating using the three-stage method, the through of the two middle guide
holes and the pouring of the middle partition wall had been completed. Small conduit
grouting was used for over-support, as shown in Figure 26. The small conduit was made of
Φ42 × 4 mm hot-rolled seamless steel pipe. Drilled Φ8 mm holes were made in the steel
pipe. Then the cement slurry would be injected. The spacing of the steel pipe was 40 cm.
The outer insertion angle was 12◦. The tail end was supported on the steel frame. The two
rows of the small conduit longitudinal laps were no less than 1 m.
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When using the Three-bench Excavation Method, the upper step of the tunnel is
excavated and the arch top support is applied first. Next, the middle step of the tunnel is
excavated, and the initial support of the middle step is applied. Next, the lower step of
the tunnel is excavated, and then the initial support of the lower step is constructed. The
construction process is shown in Figure 27. Finally, the secondary lining was poured and
the backfill of the inverted arch was carried out. After the strength of the secondary lining
reached the design requirements, the other side was excavated.

4.3.2. Anchoring of the Middle Partition Wall

The numerical simulation results showed that the middle partition wall was prone to
tipping deformation. The site personnel used anchors to reinforce the top and bottom of
the middle partition wall before it was applied, as shown in Figure 28.
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5. Conclusions

The excavation sequence and excavation method of the Wengcun Tunnel of Guangxi
G72 project were examined using numerical simulation in the background. Based on
the numerical simulation, the on-site construction method was adjusted. The following
conclusions were obtained:

(1) Under the asymmetrical load, the deformation and force of the surrounding rock were
greater on the deeply buried side. The tipping deformation of both middle partition
walls was toward the shallow side. The tipping magnitude of the middle partition
wall on the shallow side was greater;

(2) The effect of the excavation sequence on horizontal deformation was greater than
that of vertical deformation. If the shallow side is excavated first, the asymmetric
load generated by the construction and the topography are opposite. This was more
conducive to the safety of the tunnel;

(3) In this project, the mutual influence generated by the construction of the left line
and the right line was not significant. Therefore, the excavation sequence of either
“1→2→3→4” or “3→4→1→2” was feasible;

(4) In terms of the surrounding rock deformation and plastic zone, the Center Diaphragm
Excavation Method was slightly better than the Three-bench Excavation Method. In
terms of the support structure force, the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method was
slightly inferior to the Three-bench Excavation Method;

(5) The index difference between the Center Diaphragm Excavation Method and the
Three-bench Excavation Method was not large, and the settlement of the vault was
1.33 cm and 1.48 cm, respectively, which is within a safe range. The Three-bench
Excavation Method is more economical; therefore, it is recommended;

(6) Based on the numerical simulation results, the construction sequence of the shallow-
buried side of the tunnel first was adopted in the actual construction process. The
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excavation method was adjusted to the Three-bench Excavation Method. The top and
bottom of the middle partition wall were reinforced with anchors.
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